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Stewart Access 2.2.2 Release Notes

Stewart Access 2.2.2 includes additional functionality, enhancements and fixes. This document provides users with a brief introduction to new features and functionality implemented with this release and any defects that have been corrected.

Deployment Date: September 21, 2018

New in This Release

An overview of new features and modifications to Stewart Access 2.2.2 include:

- A new Print Attorney Only checkbox has been added to eligible states for CPL.
Print Attorney Only for CPLs in Portal

For states where an Attorney could display on a CPL, there is a new designation that allow users the option of printing the attorney on the CPL without printing any other Issuing Agent detail.

If a state allows an attorney to print on a CPL, the Attorney tab will appear on the CPL in Stewart Access Portal.

From these eligible states, Stewart Access Admin can be set to allow users to print just the attorney on the CPL. If this designation is set, a Print Attorney Only checkbox will appear on the Attorney tab in CPL.
If the user selects this checkbox, the attorney will print on the CPL with no other Issuing Agent detail.

If this checkbox remains unselected, both the Issuing Agent and the Attorney will print on the CPL.
Print Attorney Only for CPLs in Express

For states where an Attorney could display on a CPL, there is a new designation that allow users the option of printing the attorney on the CPL without printing any other Issuing Agent detail.

If a state allows an attorney to print on a CPL, the Approved Attorney checkbox will appear in the Additional Party section in Stewart Access Express.

From these eligible states, Stewart Access Admin can be set to allow users to print just the attorney on the CPL. If this designation is set, a Print Attorney Only checkbox will also appear in the Additional Party section under the Approved Attorney checkbox.
If the user selects the **Print Attorney Only** checkbox, the attorney will print on the CPL with no other **Issuing Agent** detail.

If the **Print Attorney Only** checkbox remains unselected, both the **Issuing Agent** and the **Attorney** will print on the CPL.
Defects

Placeholder for Defect Fixes
Additional Information

Training
More information about Stewart Access functionality is available in the Stewart Access Online Help. For additional training and documentation including Quick Reference Cards, please see the Stewart Access Training Center.

Technical Support
For technical support, contact the Stewart Customer Care Center at 1.877.800.3132 or CustomerCare@stewart.com.